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Alan Williamson is the Editor-in-Chief of Five out of

Ten and co-founder of Split Screen. This month he’s been
unsuccessfully trying to convince Jess that Child of Eden
was a good use of Kinect. Nothing was good about Kinect.

Lindsey Joyce is our Managing Editor – she is also a

contributor to Critical Distance, First Person Scholar, and Kill
Screen. She once stood on a dead whale in the middle of
the Atlantic. It was gross.

Craig Wilson is the Design Editor – he’s responsible for

at least half of the design of any given issue, especially the
good looking bits. He is the other co-founder of Split Screen. .

Jess Turner is our Web and Social Editor. From the Blue

Mountains in Sydney, she now resides in Oxford – most
of her time is spent trying to find good coffee. She has
written for The Guardian and The Western Weekender,
‘Penrith’s leading newspaper’.
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Is Sonic Mania the true successor we’ve always wanted?

I

n August, Five out of Ten returned to Summer of Sonic – last seen in Issue 5. Jess and I met Yuji Naka,
watched Crush 40 perform live, and played an early demo of Sonic Mania. Everything about the day
was great, but Sonic Mania truly seems to be the holy grail for which long-suffering fans have been
waiting. Have Sonic Team finally figured out how to make a Sonic game that isn’t crap? How hard can it
be, anyway? You just take the winning formula of the early Nineties and tweak it a little – Nintendo have
been getting away with it for decades!

I discussed the downfall of Sonic at length in A Blur of Blue, but after playing Sonic Mania I started thinking again about where it all went wrong. It’s easy to blame Sonic’s difficult transition to the third dimension: in fact, without re-reading the feature, I’m almost certain that’s what I did. Yet, while we can laugh
at Sonic romancing a human princess and the sheer existence of Big the Cat, the problems stretch back
much further than that – to 1996’s Sonic 3D.

Sonic 3D arrived in my life on the same Christmas
as the Sega Saturn, and after dancing through
the skies in Yuji Naka’s masterpiece NiGHTS into
Dreams, returning to the Mega Drive for pseudo3D was a tough sell. But even without the Saturn,
Sonic 3D is a boring game that sacrifices speed
for interminable fetch quests for ‘Flickies’ around
bland environments. It’s the only Sonic game
where you’re required to smash robots in order
in progress, rather than the shrapnel wake of your
high-speed antics. Every zone follows the same
formula, with a slightly different colour of checkerboard floor. It’s so dull and repetitive that I’m
not sure I’ve ever finished it. The only redeeming
aspect is the soundtrack, some of which composer
– and Crush 40 guitarist – Jun Senoue thoughtfully
reworked into Sonic Adventure.
But Sonic 3D’s worst crime isn’t mediocrity. It’s
the lack of respect for a beloved mascot, a lack
of artistic integrity or commitment to excellence.
Nintendo attached Mario’s face to the odd duff
game over the years, but these were side shows,
never the main event. Sonic 3D was the first in a
series of derivative games spin-jumps onto the
bandwagon of the day: in this case, pre-rendered
3D graphics like Donkey Kong Country and Super
Mario RPG. Donkey Kong Country was rubbish too,
but Donkey Kong was a relative nobody, not so
much a has-been as a never-was. Sonic 3D was
eventually ported to the Saturn and nobody cared;
followed by Sonic R, an embarrassingly strange
Mario Kart alternative only a fanboy could love (I
love it). Since then, you can divide Sonic games
into two types: “whatever Mario did last year” and
“dreadful original concept”. (Except for Sonic Rush
on the DS, which is somehow great!)

Nintendo considers its ‘true’ Mario games much
more carefully. Mario is its definition and expression of the platform genre, filtered through the
prism of today’s technology. The N64’s controller
was designed around Super Mario 64’s astonishing environments. Super Mario Sunshine uses the
Gamecube’s power to deliver a beautiful adventure. Super Mario Galaxy uses the Wii’s motion
controls in subtle ways that enhance how you
control Mario. Mario’s Wii U appearances show
that Nintendo didn’t know what to do with the
hardware: hence a couple of hilariously frantic
levels in Super Mario 3D World, but nothing truly
innovative before the Gamepad’s potential was
truly realised with Super Mario Maker.
Due in no small part to Sega’s failures over the
years, fans developed their own games instead. I
was once involved in the fan gaming community,
and spent more summers than I’d like to admit
playing around in Clickteam software. We had
our own online summer convention, the ‘Sonic
Amateur Games Expo’. One year, I submitted my
own entry to SAGE called ‘Sonic Madness’ (yes,
really). It was dreadful and you should not play it.
Christian Whitehead, aka Taxman, was much
better at fan games. He wrote his own Sonic game
engine in C++: rather than most fan games, which
attempted to add new mechanics like grinding
the homing attacks from the Sonic Adventure
series, Whitehead sought to perfectly recreate
the features and physics of classic Sonic. He was
so successful that he flawlessly recreated a demo
of Sonic CD and sold it to Sega – this is the version
now available on iOS, Steam, and consoles. Whitehead later remastered the iOS versions of Sonic
the Hedgehog and Sonic 2, adding bonus content
to the latter in the form of a reimagined Hidden
Palace Zone from the leaked Sonic 2 beta. This
the ultimate in fan service: something that doesn’t
just recreate history, but builds upon it, and even
interweaves fantasy. Whitehead is currently developing… you guessed it! Sonic Mania.

To say that Sonic Mania is “made by fans” is an
understatement that borders on insulting. The
developers aren’t just people who like the old
Sonic games: they’ve spent decades deconstructing them, delving into the old code for secrets,
creating devious ROM hack remixes for master
players that require a deep understanding of how
the game behaves – an idea Nintendo cleverly
appropriated in Super Mario Maker. Although
Sonic Mania looks the part from the trailers,
playing is believing. It’s clear from the first spindash that Whitehead, Headcannon (formed by
another Sonic fangame developer, ‘Stealth’), and
PagodaWest Games ‘get it’ in a way that Sonic
Team’s recent efforts do not. The classic Green
Hill Zone has been remastered but also subverted,
revealing new routes and underground caverns for
old Sonic fans who know every loop and spring
by heart. The new Studiopolis Zone is a delightful cocktail of the old carnival zones with some
modern twists and challenges, as well as niche
Sega references to provide additional fan service.
This is the Sonic game I wanted to play in 1996,
the game we deserved in 2006, and the game
I’d lost all hope of ever playing in 2016. But the
secrets of what made Sonic great weren’t lost to
time, inscrutable to Sonic Team until rediscovered
like an archaeological treasure. Fans knew it all
long along – Christian Whitehead’s work was just
waiting to be found.

Tolerance Zero
Nathan Altice

Tolerance Zero
Urban Chaos: Riot Response shows how not to
satirise America’s militarised police force.

W

ith the recent two-year anniversary of
Michael Brown’s fatal shooting by a white
police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, Americans
were reminded of the images of public protest
and police force that followed. Those of us who
watched via mass and social media witnessed
crowds of Ferguson’s citizens facing stoic formations of police, many laden with riot gear and
assault weapons or perched atop military vehicles. The most striking images — like Scott Olson’s
indelible photograph of police advancing on a
black man wearing a baseball cap and satchel, his
hands held aloft — remind us how difficult it is to
distinguish our police from our military.

The traditional American image of the ‘boys in
blue’, badge on chest and billy club in hand, is
now replaced with MARPAT camouflage, armored
BearCats, MP5 semi-automatics, and riot shields.
Radley Balko explains in Rise of the Warrior
Cop: “Police today are armed, dressed, trained,
and conditioned like soldiers”, creating a “dominant military culture” that has slowly accrued over
decades as police fight unending wars against
abstract entities like drugs or terror. This escalation
has a high cost: since 2002, the Department of
Homeland Security has awarded tens of millions
of dollars in grants to equip our state and local
police with ordnance fit for war.

Gaming for
Good
Folding@Home and EVE’s ‘Project
more than just playthings.

F

or a long time, videogames were seen as toys,
as playthings to keep children entertained and
distracted. In the early days of gaming, this opinion was totally justified. In the 1970s games were
made by the toy companies themselves. They
were simplistic, something you played with before
moving on to a more productive activity. Alongside hide-and-seek and Scrabble, kids could
have fun with their Intellivision. However, as
gamers grew up, so did the games they played.

Discovery’ are

As consoles have become more capable, games
have become more complex, and the technology
behind them is being used in inventive new ways.
The PS4 has a CPU speed 1600x faster than the
spacecraft that first put man on the moon. With this
great power comes great responsibility, and developers have found ways to leverage the console’s
power in increasingly responsible ways. Where
playing games was once considered unproductive,
it’s now a meaningful way to contribute to society,
to culture, and to science.
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Gaming for Good
Lee Baker
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longside a handful of other games, Sony’s
PlayStation 3 launched with a relatively
unheard of application that stuck out next to the
logo of Ridge Racer 7 and the PlayStation Store
icon: Folding@Home.

Created by Professor Vijay Pande out of Stanford
University, volunteers install Folding@Home on
their PCs to simulate ‘protein folding’ - a biological process in which proteins acquire their native
3D structure - the results of which aid research
in the fields of Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s,
and many forms of cancer. Originally launched in
2000, Folding@Home was used mainly in universities, research labs, and by the dedicated few who
downloaded the programme themselves. With the
launch of the PS3, however, the initiative suddenly
found itself in the homes of millions.

“Thanks to PS3, we have performed simulations
in the first few weeks that would normally take us
more than a year to calculate,” said Pande shortly after launch. The power of the PS3 certainly
helped; its Cell Processor offered a 2000%
increase in computing power compared to the
typical 2007 PC. Of course, the benefits of launching the application on PlayStation were more than
just technological.
250,000 gamers took part in the opening month,
generating 60% of the throughput at the time. In its
five-year lifespan on Sony’s console, users contributed 100 million hours of collective research. As well
as the incredible technology behind the programme
and the capabilities of the PS3, Folding@Home was
a testament to and demonstration of the potential
of the gaming community. Gamers, eschewing the
stereotype that their expensive playthings were a
waste of time, had contributed something wonderful
to the world. As Pande once put it, “The PS3 system
was a game changer for Folding@home.”

I ’m asleep and then I’m not. My eyes flicker open to
the glowing JRPG haze that burns through the TV at
the other end of my bedroom. I am hungover and my
mouth feels like it’s been worked over by a thousand
tiny gnomes carrying a thousand tiny sheets of sandpaper. The chain-link fingers inside of my head run
down a chalkboard somewhere, threatening to extinguish the Dream Theater-style rock of Mystic Quest’s
battle theme. Which it just now occurs to me has been
playing for the better part of twelve hours.

A Drunk’s Defence of Mystic
Quest
I mute the television and roll over in the bed, groping
for my phone. A brief perusal shows that I haven’t
completely humiliated myself in my outgoing texts –
small victories! I call the power company to pay my
bill;
all I have planned
Noit’s
explanation
required.for the day. Between the
hangover and the comfort of a warm bed and the
glowing television screen, paying my dues is the least
I can do to feel like a responsible adult.

T

he power company uses an automated system.
I am greeted by an unnervingly natural robot
voice.

“Is this regarding the account assigned to this phone
number?”
Yes.
“Would you like to pay your bill?”

I check the now-muted television screen. Without
its impressive soundtrack, Mystic Quest is exposed
for the bare bones turn-based RPG it is. There’s a
skeleton on screen, massive in front of my character’s tiny blue sprite. The undead warrior is kneeling before me, peering with neither friendship nor
malice. I looks like it’s explaining divorce to a small
child.
“Look at it this way,” the skeleton seems to say. “Now
you’ll get two Christmases!”

Yes.
“Anything cool?” prompts the robot on my phone.
“Did you stay up all night drinking wine and playing Final Fantasy: Mystic Quest while listening to
podcasts and muttering incoherently?”
I did, robot. I did.
“What enemies are you fighting?”
I’m fighting a…

No.

Teasing Out The
Threads
Edward Bals

Teasing Out the
Threads
How can videogames grow beyond their roots in literature?

T

he needle and the wedge. Two ships locked in
perpetual combat, circling a nearby star. They
battle for survival. They fight against gravity. Every
torpedo, every blast of fuel, every hyperspace
jump moves them closer towards victory or defeat.
But this star doesn’t bubble and writhe, the ships
don’t reflect the void on metallic paint jobs. A few
simple lines suffice to conjure up this illusion in
our minds. This is Spacewar!, one of the earliest
videogames, and one where we could engage
our imaginations, embellishing its simple style
with our own grand visions.

V

ideogames have of course come a long way
since the heady days of 1962, but some of
these changes have come at a price. Simple lines
on starry backdrops have given way to exquisite
galaxies. Vast detailed worlds are commonplace,
their gorgeous vistas splayed out as backdrop to
a game’s action. These are places to lose yourself
in. Well, at least until the story gets in the way.

In literature the reader is driven onwards by the
plot. They become invested in the protagonists’
lives. Readers empathise, feeling the character’s pain as they tussle with crises and conflict.
Pages are devoured in the quest to discover what
happens next, how seemingly impossible situations are overcome. Readers are driven ever
onwards.

“Oh no, I’ve really pissed him off now.” The second
tower comes crashing down in my team’s bottom
lane. A message from the chat log appears in the
middle of the screen... then another... and another.
Part of my brain is telling the rest of it not to scroll
through the inevitable, horrifying comments about
my abilities to play games – and other aspects of
my life. Of course, I cannot help myself – I have to
see what abuse is coming my way.

DOTA 2: The
Anxiety Machine

Comments like “What the fuck is wrong with
you??!?!”, are par for the course during my Dota
2 matches, but this guy has decided to step it up
a notch. He starts throwing racial slurs my way,
making comments about the state of my mental
health. I type back a comment that makes me feel
evenand
more
– “I’m gonna report you
When games are both the cause of anxiety,
thediminutive
cure.
man”, the only recourse I have to deal with this
harassment. He’ll continue like this for the rest of
the match, and maybe I will receive a notification in
a few days that ‘action has been taken’ against him,
but that never really helps. In this moment, I feel
helpless. I don’t want to go outside and see the
world for what it is. While this person denigrates
me for the remaining 25 minutes of the match, I
feel like I have made some kind of slight against
a peer, and my anxiety becomes crippling.
While I try to convince myself that this is just a
game, it will all be over in 25 minutes, this guy is
just another asshole on the internet – my brain
is stuck in a loop of self-hatred. I hate myself for
playing this game so much and not being good
at it. I hate him for letting me know how bad I am
at it. I hate feeling like a coward for being upset
about someone yelling at me in a video game.
The blame shifts from myself to my harasser, pingponging around my mind until I have to quit playing
for the day.

DOTA 2:

The Anxiety Machine
Brian Butcher

I

was first attracted to Dota through curiosity: to
understand how a game I’d never played was
generating millions of dollars in prize pools.
Little did I know the impact it would have on my
life. Dota can be a daunting experience: simply
picking heroes for a match is a difficult metagame dictated by player skill with particular
heroes, the way their abilities interact with teammates and their enemies, and even how heroes
interact with the map on which players fight.

Once the match actually starts, you have precious
little time to build up resources on your side of the
map by killing “creeps” constantly pushing on either
side against your team’s defenses. The gold awarded from killing creeps and heroes from the opposing team allows you to buy items,  which allow
you to customise a hero against the enemy team’s
inherent abilities and their own item purchases.

These layers of depth, once understood and
mastered – as much as one can ‘master’ Dota, give
a sense of achievement rarely experienced in video
games. The more you learn about Dota, the better
you can play – and therefore the better you are
treated over the course of the hour-long matches.
One similarity between MOBAs like Dota
and Riot’s League of Legends is their hateful and
rabid fan communities. The mechanics inherently
create a tense atmosphere, and that tension can be
incredibly rewarding, but also incredibly stressful.
My love of Dota has brought unwelcome vitriolic
hatred into my life that I had never experienced
before or after. Anxiety attacks are often triggered
simply by playing an intense game filled with interaction with other human beings. When those humans
do everything they can to punish me for “playing
badly”, there is little I can do stop the intense feelings of dread, the tightening in my chest, and the
existential uncertainty. If this were any other game,
I wouldn’t allow myself to experience these levels of
discomfort. But Dota is a different sort of beast, one
for which I have a strange and enduring fondness.

Meet The Writers
Nathan Altice is an artist, musician, and professor of
Computational Media at the University of California, Santa
Cruz. He published his first book, I AM ERROR, a platform
study of the Nintendo Entertainment System, in 2015. He
also writes at metopal.com and tweets @circuitlions.

How did you get started as a writer?
I’ve written stories and poems for as long as I can remember, but it was my sixth grade English teacher
who first made me think my writing might be worth sharing. I really owe credit to a series of wonderful
teachers who taught me what it means to love writing and share it with others.

Meet the Writers

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?

I like the independent publishing model, and I like writing for readers beyond the traditional academic
audience.

What is your favourite part of your Five out of Ten features?

It’s nice to write about contemporary games for a change. Most of my game topics are usually
decades old.

How do you deal with writer’s block?
Writing is never easy. You just do it, sometimes with inspiration, sometimes dispassionately. It’s work,
like anything else of value.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
Keep writing. Put it online. Don’t wait for your reader to find you—find them.

Where can we find more of your work?
metopal.com
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Lee Baker is a comparative literature and film graduate,
Arsenal fan, and fruit tea enthusiast. You can find his writing
on Screen Robot, We Got This Covered, and various other
places. He genuinely thinks that Def Jam: Fight For New York
PS3
is a perfect game. PS3

PS3

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?
Video games have grown. Technology has progressed, and with it so have developers’ abilities to tackle more
complex ideas. Five out of Ten reflects this new-found maturity, and I’ve always admired the way in which its writers have discussed these ideas. It’s new, it’s fascinating, and discusses gaming with the seriousness it deserves.

What is your favourite part of your Five out of Ten features?
Looking into the ways that people use and play games in ways that even the developers had never
thought of. Things like streams and speed-runs for charity. It can be easy to think of games as consumer
products created to increase sales and revenue, but the likes of Desert Bus for Hope and Awesome
Games Done Quick prove that they are so much more. They make people happy, bring them together,
and forge new friendships, and the communities that form can do wonderful things for charity. That was
the part I enjoyed looking into most.

What are you going to write for us next time?
I think we’re at a very interesting point in the industry. Not just in terms of the games themselves, but
the technology and business surrounding it. The decades-long dream of virtual reality is finally here,
and with it comes a massive injection of creativity, wonder, and controversy, and it’s impossible to tell
where it will go next. Then there’s the ‘half-generation’ of consoles, with Sony and Microsoft eschewing
the conventional idea of console generations in favour or incremental, mid-gen upgrades. Is it good?
Bad? It’s impossible to tell just now, but we can sure give it a go.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
Write! I’m sure you have so many fantastic ideas, but they’re useless to anyone if they’re stuck in your
head! I’ve met so many people who desperately want to write about games, but many of them hadn’t
even started a blog. Writing in your own time for your own website is a brilliant experience. You get to
hone your ideas, find your voice, improve your writing, and build a fantastic portfolio which you can then
PS3 and write some more.
PS3
use to get the job you like. So, just write, write,

Where can we find more of your work?
You can find a few hand-picked pieces from my portfolio here - https://www.clippings.me/users/lbgaming
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Edward Bals is a freelance wordsmith whose words

have appeared in PC Gamer, GamesRadar, Zam and more.
When he’s not busy being overly critical or looking for the
hottest new take he’s probably on Twitter as @EdwardBals

How did you get started as a writer?
I got my first gig interviewing Karla Zimonja of Fullbright for Gadgette off the back of some blog posts
which I used as writing samples. Being published opened the doors to other places, since my pitches
now had that as a writing sample.

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?
I’d always liked the ethos of Five out of Ten, and their articles seem to blend readability with deep thinking. Also, all my favourite writers have been in these pages at one time or another so I thought it would
be something of an achievement to get in here.

What is your favourite part of your Five out of Ten features?
The fact that I’ve managed to get some incoherent gripes that I’ve had with videogames into something
readable and well argued. The fact that they both came to similar conclusions is a happy coincidence,
quite different to the articles I had in mind before I started writing them. Essentially if you’re going do
story, do story well. Learn from the mistakes of what came before and make something stronger.

What’s your favourite game?
A tough one! The rose tinted youthful part of my brain is shouting Dark Chronicle, but adult me would
probably say Journey or Dark Souls.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
Pitch! If you’ve got interesting ideas and can put together a sentence then someone will take a shot on
you. After that you’ll have that all important published writing sample, and from there it’ll snowball. Pretty
soon you’ll be the Editor sat in the big chair. At least, I think that’s how it works.

Where can we find more of your work?
https://edwardbals.wordpress.com/work/

Brian Butcher is a freelancer, musician, and salesman,
located in Morgantown, West Virginia. He writes on a blog in
his spare time at butcheredjudgements.wordpress.com where
he pontificates about food, music, and video games.

How did you get started as a writer?
Writing for small news sites and local community groups. I was originally interested in writing
for movies and novellas.

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of
Ten?
I have always loved the ethos behind Five out of Ten. The writers that they feature are some
of my favourites in the industry and it feels great to be in such wonderful company.

How do you deal with writer’s block?
Music always seems to do the trick for me but I have to be careful not to let myself be too
distracted by the music to the point where I don’t get any writing done this usually results in
me putting away and picking up my headphones several times throughout a writing session.

What are you going to write for us next time?
I would like to explore communities around competitive games a bit more, such as the racism
and misogyny that has run rampant through Twitch chat during major tournaments of esports
that were also cast on major networks.

What’s your favourite game?
If I had to pick it would have to be Global Gladiators for the Sega Genesis.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game
writers?
Perfecting your craft and developing ideas that are important to you are is the best thing you
can do for yourself and your career.

Where can we find more of your work?
www.butcheredjudgements.wordpress.com

Phil Keeling is a writer and comedian based out of

Atlanta; a city that encourages him to drink and barricade
his door to avoid interacting with the outside world. He can
be found on Youtube as ElConquistadork, where he creates
game reviews, Let’s Plays, and the series ‘Phil Plays A Porno’.

How did you get started as a writer?
I desperately wanted to work in field where I could take myself far too seriously while simultaneously
making almost no money whatsoever. So it was either writer or street mime.

What inspired you to write your features for Five Out Of Ten?
I’ve found that video games parallel various points in my life in a surreal sort of way. I like that: the blurring of the real world and the fake one.

What is your favorite part of your Five Out Of Ten features?
The same as most of my writing: the fact that no matter how serious and contemplative I get, I’ve almost
certainly written it while not wearing pants.

Where will you be five years from now?
In the belly of a whale muttering incoherently about vengeance. That or my book will be published by
then. Or both. Yeah, let’s go with both.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
Let yourself be vulnerable, no matter how terrifying and eager the Internet world might seem. Say what
you mean. Don’t get too precious with your ideas. When you’re drunk on a Wednesday do NOT text
your ex.

Where can we find more of your work?
My YouTube channel is delightful. You should subscribe: www.youtube.com/user/ElConquistadork. My
written work can be found at www.conquistadork.net

lost and found

Pots, Pans, and Other
Fetch Quests
Pots, Pans, and
Other Fetch
Quests
The humble fetch quest can enrich a game through
excellent writing and world-building.

Edward Bals

I

’m in a dark forest looking for a soup pot. How
did it come to this? Some hobbit promised me
cold, hard mithril if I found his pot and for me that
was, apparently, incentive enough, though after
a while I’m beginning to question the sanity of my
earlier self. Now I’m back where I met the dark rider,
poking around in trees and holes. Soon enough,
the buzz of existential questions drowns out everything else. How does a soup pot think? If I were a
soup pot where would I hide? The allure of mithril finally dims, the soup pot left unfound, those
deep questions about the nature of the universe
unanswered. I return to the ghostly blue studs
and the road which goes ever ever on, hill by hill,
mile by mile.

Of course, this being a Lego game, those inky
black mysteries I’ve encountered along the journey
are made accessible eventually. A magic phial of
light is given to Frodo, allowing us to banish the
shadows. A dark corner of my brain is similarly
illuminated, vague memories of the dark rider’s
forest bubbling to the surface. Setting off quickly, all I can hope is that the pot’s owner hasn’t
starved to death in the interim. Back in the trees
once again, my earlier questions on the nature of
soup pots are answered. Their preferred hiding
spaces are the dark corners of the world. With
pot in hand, our party of minifigs return to Bree.
After a brief reunion we get our mithril brick, the
owner throwing a quick thanks over his shoulder
as he heads back inside. We never discover why
he was wandering the woods with a soup pot. We
never see the smiles of his children, saved from
starvation. There is no narrative pay-off. The quest
has just been busywork, a missed opportunity to
engage the player – a mundane task distracting
us from destroying the one ring.

Dating the Kingdom
Phil Keeling

Dating the Kingdom
Tinder and Reigns have more in common than their controls.

I

am downloading Tinder onto my phone for the
first time. A year has passed since the last girl,
and I’m spurred on by friends: “It’s fun. It’s like
a game.”
I am downloading Reigns onto my phone for the
first time. “It’s fun,” reviewers and pundits are telling me. “It’s like Tinder. But, y’know: you’re ruling
a kingdom.” I’m not sure I’m fit to rule. Everyone
seems to disagree, encouraging me to turn my
phone on again. “It’s great. You’ve just got to try
it for yourself.”
Reigns is a game for your phone. You’re given
control of a kingdom over a long line of successors. You play and die and then become your
children. And your children’s children. And all the
while you fit the crown on your head and make
your dictations known through the use of swipes.
Left for no. Right for yes. Sometimes, anyhow.
Tinder is a game for your phone. You’re given
control of a profile where you are tasked with
finding the best pictures of yourself to use as bait.
You make yourself sound attractive, intelligent,
urbane. And all the while you grin and pretend
you know what the hell you’re doing as women
who are playing the same game slide past you
like a buffet line. Left for no. Right for yes. Tinder,
at least, is pretty strict on that rule.
“Really,” your friends say. “You deserve this.”

T

he first question Reigns asks me is, “Are you
the young King?” I’m not sure I am. I swipe
right for “Yes”, all the same. Should I dig for gold
in the mines? Swipe - Yes. Attack the kingdom in
the South? Yes. Make an example of the children
who are being taught to spit on the King? Yes.
Before long I’m informed of a princess being held
captive by an evil dragon. This one seems like
a no brainer. I arrive before the emerald-scaled
beast, clad in glittering battle armour. “Are you
the King?” the dragon asks me. “Are you here for
the damsel?”
I admit that I am, and prepare for the worst:
rendered flesh, excruciating flames, torn and
scabbed scar tissue.

“Oh good,” the dragon says. “There, take her.
Nobody is killing anyone. You’re here for the girl,
here she is. End of story.”

Unexpected
Hits
Brian Butcher

Unexpected Hits
Is fandom helpful in promoting and producing
videogames, or a hindrance?

The latest Hitman faced critical adversity
long before it reached the hands of critics or store shelves. IO Interactive took
a huge risk by changing the format of a
game to an episodic one. Many games
have taken to the episodic model to
allow for smaller transactions, allowing companies to move more games
than ever before. The market has also
moved from discs to downloads, which
allow publishers to deliver these smaller
chunks of games with virtually no overheads, and ultimately more profit.
When announced, Eurogamer wrote,
“Releasing a title as popular and anticipated as Hitman episodically is definitely a strange move on Square Enix
and IO Interactive’s part, with plenty
of reasons to praise or condemn this
new structure”. Fan reaction was also
a torrent of confusion and trepidation.
One neogaf user wrote “Sounds like
they were having trouble completing
the promised launch content (even
after a delay), so they decided to cut it
even thinner. I would not be surprised
if the April episode got delayed again.”
Reactions such as this can be found
throughout the thread related to the

announcement that the new Hitman
would be episodic and given the reception after release.

A Change of Perception
A Change of
Perception
Games like Her Story and Tangiers don’t change how
games look; they change how we look at them.

Lee Baker

O

nce upon a time we marvelled at the incredible invention of videogames, and decades of
innovation - 8 and 16-bit consoles, 3D, cutscenes
and voice acting, high-definition graphics - kept
us marvelling. But lately that admiration has dwindled: where Modern Warfare amazed an entire
generation of gamers, the latest instalment of Call
of Duty is met with indifference.

But why? It’s not like the appeal of Call of Duty
has changed since 2007. Everything the community loved in Modern Warfare - the graphics, the
guns, the intense gameplay - is back and bigger
than ever in the latest installments of the series,
yet it fails to captivate as the original did. Sales
and review scores have dropped over the years
- despite higher budgets, better graphics, and
A-list Hollywood talent being added to the mix.
Clearly the issue lies much deeper than just how
the games look and sound.

Our expectations of games have reached a nadir,
and Call of Duty is just one example. This isn’t
an article discussing why the appeal of Activision’s blockbuster shooter is waning (and let’s not
forget, the series is still hugely popular). No, it just
happens to perfectly encapsulate the general feeling of indifference spreading across the industry.
Games are nicer looking and more elaborate than
ever before, but reactions to the newest announcements are often disinterest or ambivalence.
‘Diminishing returns’ is a term that’s been bandied
around for years, and may explain the cause of this
malaise amongst the gaming public. Where once
the leap from 2D to 3D and standard-definition
to high-definition was enough to reinvigorate the
games we play, such innovations are much harder
to come across today. The graphical and technological improvements in games are harder to
notice and less likely to excite, and in their absence
a harsh light has been shone on the playability
of games.

The Casual Sniper
The pernicious banality of Sniper Duty: Prison Yard.

The Casual Sniper
Nathan Altice

O

n a recent flight from San Jose to Atlanta, I
sat beside a passenger who, as many flyers
do, spent the entire four-hour trip earnestly tilting,
tapping, and swiping his phone. He was white,
middle-aged, wearing rugged boots and jeans,
his deeply-tanned arms patterned with tattoos
smudged dark blue from sun and age— but
little broke his concentration. He didn’t use the
restroom, skipped the meal, and barely acknowledged my interruption when I asked to pass by.
The tiny screen commanded his full attention — he
was enthralled by videogames.

The first two were standard sports fare, billiards
and bowling. The third, which occupied the majority of his play time, reminded me of an early-era
PlayStation 2 game. I saw a rough-hewn character model of a man holding a scoped rifle. As he
dragged his thumb across the screen, a crosshair tracked tiny men in orange jumpsuit as they
milled about a nondescript outdoor facility. They
were prisoners, and he was sniping them from a
watchtower.

Once home, I searched for the traveller’s in-flight
entertainment and found the game in question, Sniper Duty: Prison Yard, developed by
Netherlands-based Vasco Games. Vasco is a
prolific developer of free-to-play vehicle driving/
parking simulators and also-ran clones of popular
games: they’ve released over 100 games on the
App Store since 2013 including Taxi Driver 3D Cab
Parking, 3D Tractor Simulator Farm Game, Angry
King Revenge, and Angry Sheep Farmer. Sniper
Duty is something of an anomaly.
Sniper Duty begins in the HQ, a small room overlooking the prison grounds where you can buy and
change outfits and rifles before selecting your next
mission. As is customary for a free-to-play game,
there is a large degree of customisation to incentivise daily play and regular in-game transactions.
There are more than a dozen rifles of varying fit and
finish, and their names and profiles make Sniper
Duty’s cultural perspective immediately visible.

continue?
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#18 - Fantasy

The best things come in threes. And fives.
Delve into our third year – Soul, Future, Luck,
Nature, and Control – in one special edition,
made possible through the support of the
Five out of Ten Patreon.

Let Me Be Your Fantasy.
Read about how games can provide comfort for
homesickness, mirror a real-life loss of religious
faith, cause us to look at weapons in a different
way, and discover new ways to learn.

#17 - Myth

#16 - Identiy

The Legend Will Never Die.
Read about how games can provide comfort for
homesickness, mirror a real-life loss of religious
faith, cause us to look at weapons in a different
way, and discover new ways to learn.

Find out who you really are.
We visit the mysteries of Shapeir, examine why
vast games are better than epic ones, explore
glitch space, critique videogaming nostalgia,
and discover Jewish identities in games.

is it me you’re looking for?
Go to our website

http://www.fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
to purchase the full mag with ten fantastic features!

Your purchase includes PDF, ePub and Kindle downloads.

